Online Hooked on Books
Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief 1 – 6
Awesome Trivia Challenge!

Join library staff on Zoom for book chats & fun: Wed. Aug. 26th & Tues. Sept. 29th at 7:00!
Sign up for free through Eventbrite on our website!
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/hooked-on-books-registration-113795908626

1. Where did Percy go for a field trip with his class at the beginning of the story?
   a) Museum of Modern Art       c) Guggenheim Museum
   b) American Museum of Natural History d) Metropolitan Museum of Art

2. What does Mr. Brunner throw to Percy when Percy is being attacked at the museum?
   a) A ruler               c) The Sorting Hat
   b) A pen                d) A knapsack

3. The three mysterious old women at the fruit stand were sitting and doing what?
   a) Knitting socks          c) Reading books
   b) Playing music           d) Polishing swords

4. What does Percy’s step-father smell like?
   a) Wet dog that was sprayed by a skunk c) Coffee and smoke
   b) Fresh baked cookies         d) Mouldy garlic pizza wrapped in gym shorts

5. Where does Percy go for a little getaway trip with his Mom?
   a) Chincoteague        c) Montauk
   b) Martha’s Vineyard   d) Cape Cod

6. When Percy sees Grover without pants, what is strange about Grover’s legs and feet?
   a) He has furry legs & paws c) He has goat legs & hooves
   b) He has feathers & talons d) He has horse legs & hooves

7. Percy is chased by a creature that is ½ human \ ½ bull. What is it called?
   a) Echidna               c) A Hippogriff
   b) The Minotaur          d) A Gryphon

8. What happens to Percy’s mother, Sally Jackson?
   a) She dissolves into light c) She dissolves into sand
   b) She dissolves into water d) She’s turned into a statue
9. What kind of creature is Grover?
   a) A centaur        c) A merman
   b) A demi-god       d) A satyr

10. The restorative drink that Percy has after he wakes up at the farmhouse tastes like what to Percy?
    a) Peanut butter & banana milkshake    c) Cherry Kool-Aid
    b) His mom’s homemade chocolate chip cookies d) Strong black tea

11. Percy discovers that Mr. Brunner is really who?
    a) Chiron, a centaur              c) His father
    b) Dionysus                     d) Polyphemus

12. What card game is Percy asked to play with Mr. D., Mr. Brunner and Grover?
    a) Lost Heir                   c) Pinochle
    b) Crazy Eights               d) Euchre

13. Mr. D. is the Director of Camp Half-Blood. Who is he really?
    a) Zeus                       c) Demeter
    b) Dionysus                   d) Nike

14. What happens when Clarisse tries to bully Percy in the bathroom?
    a) Grover rescues Percy
    b) Clarisse turns into sand
    c) The other campers intervene and tell Clarisse to stop
    d) Water suddenly wooshes from the toilet and knocks Clarisse away
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